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Outline

Integrating Across Disciplines

Defining Transportation Sustainability

Transportation Indicators for Sustainable Places

Need for a Holistic Systems-Based Approach 



Integrative Perspective



Examining Human-Environment Interactions



Cross-cutting Nature of Transportation

Dedicated to 
interdisciplinary, 

use-inspired 
research into 

various aspects of 
Sustainable Cities, 
particularly land 

use and 
transportation.



Self-Driving Cars Are Coming … 



The Future of America is Driverless



It’s November, 2021: what does the world look like?

By 2021, we will see autonomous vehicles in operation 
across the country in ways that we [only] imagine 
today… Families will be able to walk out of their homes 
and call a vehicle, and that vehicle will take them to 
work or to school. 

We're going to see transit systems sharing services 
with some of these companies. It's not just autonomy 
in the vehicles. You're going to see trucks running more 
closely together, resulting in fuel savings and positive 
climate impact. 



A Potentially Revolutionary Technology

“This is going to 
revolutionize the 
way we travel”



Science, Technology & Society



Science, Technology & Society



Social Acceptance Triangle



Social Acceptance Triangle



Science, Technology & Society
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A Sustainable Transportation System … 

…allows the basic access needs of individuals to be 
met safely in a manner consistent with human and 
ecosystem health, and with equity within and 
between generations.

…is affordable, efficient, offers choice in transport 
mode, and supports a vibrant economy.

…limits emissions, pollution, and wastes; 
minimizes consumption of resources and land. 



Transportation Indicator
for Sustainable Places (TISP)

Not just an accounting system.

“What gets measured gets managed”.



Structural Framework of the TISP

21

The domains organize the 

elements according to the

3 pillars of sustainability

18 Indicators

X Variables

12 Elements

3 Domains
The final score is 

the weighted 

average of these

12 elements

TISP Score



Define and develop a methodology to assess 
transportation sustainability

3 Domains

TISP Score

12 Elements

18 Indicators

X Variables

Environment

Society

Economy

Summary
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•How should government (at all scales) regulate 

emerging transportation technology?

•How will the public learn to interact with self-

driving cars?

•How willing are people to give up control of their 

vehicle to machines?

•How will any transition to shared ownership of 

self-driving vehicles affect automobile ownership 

levels, and ultimately the auto industry?

Do People Have a Rational Choice?Big Questions



Video Links

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNyq2_92H0Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Od6EeCWytZo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b0A9-oUoMug

UBER BOXES

SHIBUYA

TOKYO SUBWAY

Uber Boxes


Amsterdam Car-Free Street



Car Free Day in Paris



Already Congested Roads



Interstate Highway System
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This emerging technology needs to be 
thoughtfully implemented into society 

in a way that maximizes the positive 
impacts and minimizes any 

unavoidable costs. 

Adoption will have its own Geography.


